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Abstract

This paper presents detailed mappings between
the structures used in Abstract Meaning Rep-
resentation (AMR) and those used in Uniform
Meaning Representation (UMR). These struc-
tures include general semantic roles, rolesets,
and concepts that are largely shared between
AMR and UMR, but with crucial differences.
While UMR annotation of new low-resource
languages is ongoing, AMR-annotated corpora
already exist for many languages, and these
AMR corpora are ripe for conversion to UMR
format. Rather than focusing on semantic cov-
erage that is new to UMR (which will likely
need to be dealt with manually), this paper
serves as a resource (with illustrated mappings)
for users looking to understand the fine-grained
adjustments that have been made to the rep-
resentation techniques for semantic categories
present in both AMR and UMR.

1 Introduction

Even with the overwhelming improvement in per-
formance in Natural Language Processing (NLP)
brought about by recent transformer architectures
(Vaswani et al., 2017; Radford et al., 2018; Liu
et al., 2021), there is an enduring interest in sym-
bolic meaning representations in the community.
In the decade since English Abstract Meaning Rep-
resentations (AMRs) were launched, they have be-
come increasingly popular and feature in several
successful NLP applications (Bonial et al., 2020;
Zhang and Ji, 2021; Fu et al., 2021). The 60K sen-
tence dataset of English annotations available via
LDC1 has contributed significantly to this popu-
larity. There is also growing interest in projecting
English AMRs onto other languages to explore
their suitability as a cross-lingual representation
(Damonte and Cohen, 2017; Blloshmi et al., 2020;
Uhrig et al., 2021; Oral et al., 2022; Cabezudo et al.,
2022; Damonte and Cohen, 2022), with mixed

1AMR 3.0: https://doi.org/10.35111/44cy-bp51

success (Wein et al., 2022b; Wein and Schneider,
2022). In parallel with this exploration, a serious
study has been made of the more English-centric as-
pects of AMRs, with the goal of moving AMRs in
the direction of Uniform Meaning Representations
(UMRs) as an annotation framework that can more
readily be applied to all languages. As discussed
in Van Gysel et al. (2021), UMR was developed
with cross-linguistic scope in mind, paying careful
attention to linguistic typology and typologically
diverse languages. For researchers familiar with
AMR, and especially for those who have already
been annotating datasets in other languages with
AMR-like annotations, it is important to understand
exactly the ways in which AMR and UMR are sim-
ilar and the crucial ways in which they differ, as
discussed here. This should be of interest to anyone
familiar with AMR who wants to adapt it to another
language, or who already has an AMR dataset that
can be retrofit to be more compatible with UMR.

In our previous UMR publications, we intro-
duced the schema by explaining how it carves up
conceptual space into categories that are applica-
ble to typologically diverse languages (Vigus et al.,
2020, 2019; Van Gysel et al., 2019). Special consid-
eration has been given to the needs of field linguists
who may be approaching semantic annotation for
the first time as well as to the semantic coverage
that is new for UMR, such as modal (Vigus et al.,
2019), aspectual (Vigus et al., 2020) and scopal re-
lations (Pustejovsky et al., 2019). In this paper we
turn to more direct mappings from AMR-elements
to UMR-elements.

We start by reviewing how AMR carves up con-
ceptual space into graph elements (section 2), and
then show how these elements overlay those of
the UMR schema, focusing on retention, alteration
and removal. Section 3 focuses on role-role map-
pings, section 4 on abstract roleset mappings, and
section 5 on abstract concept mappings. We limit
our discussion to sentence-level graphs. In the
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appendix, we illustrate these mappings with easily-
digestible graphics.

As the developers of UMR, nothing would de-
light us more than a rush to convert existing AMR
datasets to UMR. Indeed, AMR corpora already
exist in a variety of languages: English2, Chi-
nese3, Czech (Xue et al., 2014), Spanish (Migueles-
Abraira et al., 2018; Wein et al., 2022a), Turkish
(Oral et al., 2022; Azin and Eryiğit, 2019), Viet-
namese (Linh and Nguyen, 2019), Portuguese (An-
chiêta and Pardo, 2018; Sobrevilla Cabezudo and
Pardo, 2019), Korean (Choe et al., 2019), Persian
(Takhshid et al., 2022), and more. Some parallel
corpora also exist (Damonte and Cohen, 2022; Li
et al., 2017), which will be especially useful if con-
verted to UMR. Much conversion of AMR corpora
to UMR corpora should be able to be accomplished
deterministically, with unique issues arising for
each language.

The body of this paper pertains most directly to
LDC’s 3.0 English AMR release, which consists
of 60,000 sentences, 7800 of which are annotated
with Multisentence AMR (O’Gorman et al., 2018).
English AMR has also been extended to special
domain projects outside of the LDC release. 4

Sections 6.1 and 6.2 focus on existing Czech
and Chinese data sets, considering issues that are
expected to arise when converting existing AMR
corpora to UMR format.

2 From AMR to UMR

UMR begins with sentence level graphs largely
inherited from AMR. This paper describes the
changes to AMR graph structures that will produce
a first-pass UMR graph. In this section, we break
AMR structures down into types, with subsequent
sections describing how to map each type onto its
UMR counterparts.

UMR improves on AMR in two major ways:
first by adjusting the AMR schema to make it
more cross-linguistically applicable, and second,
by adding new semantic coverage to the schema in
the form of sentence-level graph elements for tense,
aspect, modality, and scope, as well as document-
level dependency structures for temporal relations,

2ISI’s AMR main page: https://amr.isi.edu/
3Chinese AMR main page with release:

https://www.cs.brandeis.edu/ clp/camr/camr.html
4These range in size from just over 1000 with DialAMR

(Bonial et al., 2020) to 8000 with NIH THYME (Wright-
Bettner et al., 2020) to over 10,000 for Minecraft SpatialAMR
(Bonn et al., 2020), to mention only those we know well.

modality, and coreference. See Vigus et al. (2019),
Vigus et al. (2020), and Pustejovsky et al. (2019) for
in depth instruction on these additions. The UMR-
Writer (Zhao et al., 2021) also creates alignments
between tokens in a surface level representation
and elements in its graph.

AMR fails many non-English languages in two
basic ways. First, the categories AMR uses to di-
vide semantic space sometimes fail to cover nec-
essary distinctions in a given language or fail to
align with the language’s category boundaries. Sec-
ond, the style of morphosyntactic expression used
by a language may be incompatible with conver-
sion from surface forms to graph structures. AMR
is based on predicate argument structures and as-
sumes that a predicate and its arguments are distinct
tokens that can each be plugged into its own node in
the graph. This creates problems for polysynthetic
and agglutinating languages in which an event, its
modifiers, and its participants may all be morpho-
logically bound together. Applying English-based
AMR practices either disrupts surface lexical units
or produces single node graphs so semantically spe-
cific that they are unlikely to come up twice in a
corpus. Figure 3 (Appendix A.2) demonstrates
the second point with a side-by-side comparison of
AMR and UMR graphs for an Arapaho sentence
and its English translation.

Language-specific Rolesets: AMR represents
the semantics of a given sentence as a rooted, di-
rected, acyclic graph consisting of nested predi-
cate argument structures (Banarescu et al., 2013).
Most of the predicate argument structures come in
the form of lexical rolesets, taken from a valency
lexicon associated with the language to be anno-
tated. AMR was originally created with English
in mind, and English AMR uses the English Prop-
Bank Roleset Lexicon (Palmer et al., 2005; Pradhan
et al., 2022; Bonial et al., 2014; O’Gorman et al.,
2018a,b). Chinese AMR relies on the Chinese Prop-
Bank, and Czech AMR uses the Czech PDT-Vallex
valency lexicon (Hajič et al., 2003; Urešová et al.,
2021).

In general, lexical rolesets are created for even-
tualities (events and states) and are ambiguous for
the parts of speech used to express them. Rolesets
consist of a predicate ID, for sense disambiguation,
and a set of numbered roles with lexicalized de-
scriptions that are considered semantically primary
to the sense.

General Roles: In order to give structure to
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AMR                      UMR
:Arg0      :actor
:Arg1      :undergoer
:Arg1      :theme
:Arg0/1      :experiencer
:Arg0      :force
:Arg0      :causer
:Arg0/1      :stimulus

:purpose            :purpose
:instrument              :instrument
:manner            :manner
:extent            :extent

:location      :place
:time      :temporal
:accompanier
:beneficiary

new roles

unchanged roles

split roles

:condition     :condition
    

:concession   
   

AMR                    UMR       Non-AMR Semantic Coverage
say-01 :ARG2         :vocative
and    :pure-addition
or    :apprehensive
instead-of-91    :substitute
except-01    :subtract

:mod
:cause

:consist-of

:source

:destination

:li     :list-item

 Limited Arguments:

:direction    :direction
:path    :path
:duration    :duration
:frequency    :frequency
:quant    :quant
:degree    :degree
:poss    :poss
:topic    :topic
:medium    :medium
:age    :age
:example    :example
:ord    :ord
:polite    :polite
:mode    :mode
:polarity    :polarity

NES:         :name
        :wiki

QUANTITIES:      :unit
        :scale

ENTITIES:         :value
DATE-ENTITY:    :day               :dayperiod

        :month           :season
        :year              :year2
        :weekday       :decade
        :time              :century
        :timezone       :calendar
        :quarter          :era

CONCEPTS:       :opX
         :sntX

:ORD:          :range

          Participant Roles:                                                                                          NonParticipant/Attribute Roles: 

 
     :companion
     :affectee

      :other-role
     :cause
      :reason

      :part
     :group
     :material
     :source
     :start

     :goal
     :recipient

renamed roles: 

semantic boundaries 
adjusted

                  :concessive-condition
     :concession

    :mod

PRONOUNS: :refer-person
COUNT: :refer-number

ASPECT: :Aspect

MODAL-ROLES: :MODSTR
          :QUOT
          :MODPRD

:part

Role-Role Mappings:

Figure 1: All AMR and UMR sentence-level roles, mapped. Red text = new roles, blue text = role name changed,
yellow highlight = semantic boundary shift.

relations not covered by language-specific role-
sets, AMR starts with general semantic roles (e.g.,
:location). These allow modification of entities
and eventualities in a graph. Each role has a cor-
responding inverse role in the form :<role>-of

(e.g., :location-of).
Abstract Rolesets: Sometimes, relations not

covered by language-specific lexical rolesets need
to be represented in a graph with a predicate (which
has a variable), rather than a role (which does
not). AMR uses Abstract Rolesets for this, bro-
ken down into several categories. First, most
general roles have a corresponding reifying role-
set (e.g., :location, be-located-at-91, with
ARG1-theme and ARG2-location). Other Abstract
Rolesets cover predication of implicitly understood
relations such as entity-entity role relationships
(have-rel-role-91) or inclusion (include-91).5

In certain cases, AMR uses an existing language-
specific roleset from English PropBank as an ab-
stract roleset (e.g., last-01 as a reification of
:duration; contrast-01 for contrast between
clauses). There is no single comprehensive list
of Abstract Rolesets readily available to AMR an-
notators either in the AMR editor6 or the AMR

5AMR frequently uses a -91 suffix for these rolesets.
6https://amr.isi.edu/editor.html

guidelines.7

Abstract Concepts: AMR uses a limited set
of Abstract Concepts in the graphs. These do
not come with numbered arguments, but they may
project one or more general roles as arguments
(see the Limited Arguments in figure 1). Abstract
Concepts include discourse relations such as and,
amr-unknown (used for questions), quantity types
(e.g., temporal-quantity, volume-quantity),
entity types (e.g., date-entity), and concepts
from the Named Entity Hierarchy. The NE con-
cepts can be used to characterize implicit partici-
pants when needed.

3 Mapping Roles

In order to better serve a typologically diverse
range of languages, UMR uses an updated set of
general semantic roles. Many are taken directly
from AMR, although some have been renamed,
semantically expanded or contracted, or split. Oth-
ers have been replaced with non-role strategies in
UMR, and a small handful have been discontin-
ued and not replaced. Changes are motivated by
the cross-linguistic argument realization patterns in
the ValPaL database (Vigus et al., 2020; Hartmann

7https://github.com/amrisi/
amr-guidelines/blob/master/amr.md
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et al., 2013). Each role in UMR still has an inverse
and a roleset that reifies it. This section presents
the ways in which roles have been adjusted to be
more semantically comprehensive for UMR, as il-
lustrated in Figure 1.

A major feature of UMR is the ability to use only
general semantic roles for languages without role-
set lexicons (see Stage 0 annotation in Van Gysel
et al. (2021)). Due to this change, rather than hav-
ing a single list of roles as in AMR, UMR groups
its roles into Participant roles (primary arguments
of eventualities), NonParticipant roles (other modi-
fiers), and Attributes (roles that take only a fixed set
of values). Most adjustments from AMR to UMR
target Participant roles.

New roles: the concepts/roles in the top (pink)
boxes in Figure 1 occur in AMR, but not as gen-
eral roles. Of these, new participant roles (left)
appear exclusively as numbered arguments (typi-
cally ARG0 or ARG1) of language-specific lexical
rolesets, and new NonParticipant roles (right) as
abstract concepts or abstract rolesets. The new Non-
Participant roles are all discourse relation roles (see
section 4) with the exception of :vocative, which
AMR deals with by inferring an English-specific
say-01 roleset. A general role for vocatives is
preferable for non-English corpora.

Renamed roles: the roles in the next boxes
down in Figure 1 (purple) have been renamed
so as to better describe the semantic categories
they cover. :companion and :affectee both have
shifted semantic boundaries compared to their
AMR counterparts. :companion now applies to
animate participants only (‘I traveled with Mary’)
and is no longer to be used with entity modification
(as in ‘a pizza with pineapple’). Instances of the
latter sort should be handled now with the appro-
priate topological (:part) or discourse relations
(and) depending on the situation. :affectee now
includes Maleficiaries as well as Beneficiaries, fill-
ing a sometimes uncomfortable gap in AMR. The
other roles (:place, :temporal, and :list-item)
are more cross-linguistically descriptive than their
previous forms. :place and :temporal are better
labels for participants that are abstract or metaphor-
ically extended. Note that :time is still used for
clock times under date-entity. :list-item re-
places :li, which was considered too opaque a
label.

Split roles: roles that are split into finer-grained
categories to better support cross-linguistic seman-

tic role diversity are next in Figure 1 (green). In
most cases, the original role name has been retained
but applied to a narrower category. The excep-
tions are AMR’s :consist-of and :destination.
:consist-of is dispreferred as a label because of
its ‘-of’ ending, which is ambiguous with inverse
roles. :destination has been split across :goal
and :recipient because of how :destination’s
split contrasts with :source’s split. :source was
split into three roles: :source (the Start-Point in
motion events that involves separation of a Part
from a Whole), :start (the Start-Point for other
motion events), and :material (the Material in a
creation event). :destination on the other hand
was split along animacy lines, with :recipient

being used for animate End-Points of sent-motion
events, and :goal being used, in effect, for partici-
pants that contrast with any of the three :source-
based roles. In other words, :goal captures End-
points in motion events regardless of whether the
entity in motion becomes part of the End-point,
and also Products in creation events. :goal is
considered to be more appropriately general than
:destination across these types. :consist-of

is also split across three narrower roles–:part,
:group, and :material. These are largely topo-
logical distinctions.

In AMR, :mod is used as a catch-all role for
modifiers with no clear home in one of the other
roles. In UMR, we split this duty between :mod

and :other-role. :other-role should be used
as a catch-all Participant role, whereas :mod should
be used as a catch-all NonParticipant role. In other
words, :mod should still be used for demonstra-
tives and the like. We note too that UMR is much
more flexible about leaving surface concepts unan-
notated if they do not fit clearly into the schema,
somewhat reducing the need for a catch-all role.
(Exactly which concepts should be left unanno-
tated for this reason is a question that needs to be
resolved on a language-by-language basis, depend-
ing on how conceptual space is morphosyntacti-
cally distributed. Consider the option to omit ‘just’
and ‘back-and-forth’ as their own :mod nodes in
the English UMR in Appendix A.2.) :other-role
is more likely to be used by low-resource languages
undergoing Stage 0 annotation.

Removed roles: UMR discontinues use of a
number of roles (Appendix A.1). Some of these
were simply shortcuts, while others do not fit into
the current schema as roles. The most important re-
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moved role is :domain, which AMR used for iden-
tity relations in place of a copular roleset. :domain
was used in places where property, object, or iden-
tity relations were expressed clausally. It was con-
sidered an inverse of :mod, so :mod has been given
a new inverse, :mod-of. In UMR, these clausal
expressions are now handled using the rolesets of
nonprototypical predication (formerly ‘nonverbal
clauses’), discussed in section 4.

:subset, :superset, and :subevent have also
been removed, although :subset is still used for
entity coreference at the document level. :subset
and :superset relations can still be represented
in sentence-level graphs with include-91 from
AMR. Subevent relations can still be represented at
the document level in UMR as part of the temporal
dependency annotation (see UMR guidelines 8).
As for the shortcuts: these were not fully ‘roles’,
they just triggered automatic creation of a related
abstract roleset in the graph. The shortcuts are no
longer used, but the rolesets they pointed to still
are, in their UMR forms. The exception is :cost,
which should now be treated with :other-role.

Inverse roles appear in the form
:<role>/:<role>-of (as seen with :mod/:Mod-of
above), with the inverse capitalized. As noted
with :consist-of, UMR does not use base roles
ending in -of, thus eliminating ambiguity.

4 Mapping Abstract Rolesets

4.1 Role-Reification Rolesets: Sometimes dur-
ing annotation, relations typically handled with
general roles need to be represented as a predicate
in a graph. This need may arise for three differ-
ent reasons. First, the relation might be expressed
clausally (’I’m in Chicago’). Second, the relation
may be split across sentences, as (’What did you
make?’ ’Blankets.’). This occurs especially fre-
quently in casual dialogue corpora. Third, some-
times the relation itself needs a variable, either for
coreference or modification.

AMR provides reified rolesets for most of its gen-
eral roles, although there are a few holes, as with
:direction and :path. Most of AMR’s reifica-
tions are constructed fairly consistently. Those that
were created for AMR had -91 suffixes, but some-
times, English-specific rolesets were used. This
turns out to be an uncomfortable set-up for an-
notation of non-English languages, since English-
sourced roleset names may not be obviously identi-

8UMR website: https://umr4nlp.github.io/web/

fiable as reifications (e.g., last-01 for :duration,
concern-02 for :topic). Also problematically,
the English-sourced rolesets don’t always have
exactly the same semantic coverage as the roles
they reify. For example, age-01 is aspectually-
incompatible with :age, as it pertains to an aging
event rather than a property. age-01 also includes
an :ARG0 for the causer/agent of the aging event,
which is not applicable to the :age role.

Because of these issues, the entire set of reified
rolesets has been overhauled to bring them into
alignment and make them more cross-linguistically
appropriate. This involves new conventions for
naming the rolesets and new conventions for nam-
ing and structuring their arguments. We believe
these changes are a great improvement that will
benefit all annotators moving forward.

Naming conventions: Reification rolesets are
now named consistently, as follows: 1) each has a
-91 suffix. If multiple rolesets exist for the same
concept, numbering continues with -92 and so on;
2) each starts with a have- prefix, with the excep-
tion of be-polite-91, which we keep as a stylistic
choice; 3) the content between ’have-’ and ’-91’
is the name of the role being reified. Appendix A.3
shows reification rolesets for all UMR roles.

Argument structuring conventions: Reifica-
tion rolesets are also structured and numbered con-
sistently now, as follows: 1) each roleset starts with
:ARG1, as :ARG0 is reserved for agentive/causal ar-
guments; 2) :ARG1 is used for the event or entity
that would serve as the head of the unreified role in
a graph, and :ARG2 is for the value that would be an-
notated under the unreified role. Other arguments
may be possible but are less conventionalized. See
how the old reification for :accompanier was re-
configured as have-companion-91 below:

accompany-01
:ARG0 accompanier
:ARG1 accompanied
:ARG2 start point
:ARG3 end point

have-companion-91
:ARG1 event
:ARG2 accompanier

Argument structure changes particularly affect
mappings between prior English-sourced reifica-
tion rolesets and their new UMR counterparts,
since many of the English predicates (cause-01,
concern-02) originated as rolesets for agentive
verbs that started with :ARG0.
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4.2 Rolesets for Nonprototypical Predication.
Following Croft (2022) and Heine (1997), UMR
has a set of -91 rolesets for representing nonproto-
typical predication (previously referred to as non-
verbal clause rolesets). Also following Croft, UMR
has abandoned the ‘nonverbal clause’ terminology
because annotators found it to be unclear. Although
the term sounds like it excludes verbal expressions,
it is in fact used to describe a set of semantic cate-
gories that can be expressed in many different ways
cross-linguistically, including verbally.

Rolesets of nonprototypical predication cover
five semantic categories first (possession, location,
property predication, object predication, and iden-
tity relationships), and describe syntactic realiza-
tion second and less strongly. While it is true that
these semantic categories can be expressed using
many different syntactic strategies across languages
(attributive expressions, predication through jux-
taposition, etc.), the rolesets for location, posses-
sion and property predication are to be used for
clausal expressions, rather than phrasal expres-
sions, which are covered in UMR with :place,
:poss and :mod roles. In fact, the rolesets for
nonprototypical predication of location, possession
and property serve as the reifications of :place,
:poss, and :mod. Clausal expressions of location
and possession are divided discourse-pragmatically
depending on which argument is presented as new
information. As for object and identity predication,
due to the complexity and structure of the relation-
ships involved, their -91 rolesets are used for both
phrasal and clausal expressions. Appendix A.4
shows the nonprototypical predication rolesets.

In a recent change, all of the above role-
sets now follow the argument numbering conven-
tions used for reification rolesets. This means
that have-rel-role and have-org-role have had
their argument numbers shifted so that they start
with :ARG1 instead of :ARG0. Because of this
change, and in the interest of avoiding confusion
between versions, the renumbered UMR versions
have been given a -92 suffix.

However, have-91 and belong-91 started out
as the English have-03 and belong-01. Their argu-
ments have also been shifted to avoid using :ARG0.
A sticky issue arises when we consider which in-
stances of ‘have’ and ‘belong’ in English annota-
tion to retrofit. The rolesets of nonprototypical
predication are intended to be used any time the se-
mantic relationship is expressed clausally, and this

includes verbal expressions. This suggests that all
instances previously annotated as have-03 in AMR
should be converted to have-91, and the have-03

roleset should be retired. But how do we deter-
mine when ‘the semantic relationship’ has been
expressed when it comes to verbal rolesets?

For example, belong-01 has been used for
verbal expressions of membership and posses-
sion. Should the roleset be retained for in-
stances of membership-belonging, while instances
of possessor-focused-possession are represented
with belong-91? What about verbs expressing
location? Some postural verbs can be used in
bleached form for generic expressions of loca-
tion (’the radio tower lies 10 miles south of
town’), which also seem to fit the criteria for us-
ing have-location-91 or exist-91. We doubt
annotators would mark postural instance (’the ra-
dio tower lay on its side’) with a -91 roleset, but
bleached usages need more consideration.

Another interesting issue involves clauses of
property predication (have-mod-91), often ex-
pressed adjectivally in English. English PropBank
includes many rolesets for adjectives. Originally,
these were limited to predicating adjectives only,
but it became apparent that adjectival rolesets were
useful in cases where multiple arguments were in-
volved or where multiple senses existed. Over
time, single-place adjective rolesets were added
even outside of these constraints. AMR did not
adopt all of these adjectival rolesets, although they
did adopt some. The convention has become to
use any roleset that shows up in the editor any
time it fits semantically, which means plenty of
modifying adjectives have been annotated with ad-
jective rolesets in English AMR. To put it plainly,
English AMR has not been consistent on the ad-
jective front. Cross-linguistically, languages ex-
press property predication in an even wider vari-
ety of ways, including with lexical verbs (Croft,
2022; Heine, 1997). While some linguists may not
wish to use language-specific property rolesets for
property predication, for languages like Arapaho in
which properties are frequently expressed as verbs,
it would seem very strange not to. Ultimately, we
propose that individual languages make this deci-
sion for themselves.

4.3 Other Abstract -91 Rolesets. AMR has
a number of rolesets that are used for other ab-
stract relationships in the graphs. Many of these
are -91 rolesets (publication-91, correlate-91,
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etc.) but some are also English-specific rolesets
(e.g., mean-01, resemble-01, contrast-01) Ap-
pendix A.5 presents a full list of these rolesets and
their UMR resolutions. UMR’s versions all use a
-91 sufix; argument numbering has been retained.

4.4 Discourse Relations. UMR provides a lattice
of categories to annotate relations between clauses
in complex sentences. The upper levels represent
discourse relations as abstract concepts (which can
take a variable number of interchangeable :opX ar-
guments, e.g. junction) or abstract rolesets (whose
arguments are fixed in number and ordered, e.g.
contrast). The bottom level concepts can be ex-
pressed roles or their inverses or reifications. Ap-
pendix A.6 shows the lattice with AMR concepts
overlaying UMR concepts.

The categories are based on typological work by
Croft (2022), Malchukov (2004) and Thompson &
Longacre (1985). Some of the more coarse-grained
categories on the lattice are inherited directly from
AMR, as are some of the most fine-grained cate-
gories. Most new additions can be found in the
intermediate levels. Specifically, UMR maintains
the use of coarse-grained AMR (o/ or) and (a/

and) with their numbered :opX arguments, which
did the heavy lifting for conjunction and disjunc-
tion, and adds finer-grained (o / or-incl) and
(o /or-excl). As for contrast between clauses,
AMR’s English-sourced contrast-01 roleset has
been swapped out for a version with a -91 suffix
and no ARG0. Given that many languages do not
have clearly distinct morphosyntactic strategies for
expressing conjunction and contrast, various high-
and mid-level values in the UMR lattice combine
concepts formerly annotated with and and those
formerly annotated with contrast-01. This is
the case for and-unexpected, and-contrast, and
and-but. Here, manual reannotation of existing
corpora may be necessary if the more fine-grained
options are to be used.

On the lowest level of the lattice, UMR uses
a number of fine-grained roles to annotate sub-
types of conjunction, disjunction, and contrast.
Some, like :concession and :manner, are in-
herited from AMR and simply placed in the
discourse lattice under the appropriate higher-
level value (unexpected-co-occurrence-91 and
consecutive, respectively). Others are newly in-
troduced (e.g. :subtraction, :pure-addition,
:apprehensive). All have inverses and related
reified rolesets created as discussed above.

As with other domains where UMR organizes
category values in lattices, annotators from indi-
vidual languages will decide which values are ap-
propriate for (i.e. explicitly expressed in) their
language and use only those – the lattice helps
make their annotations compatible to those in other
languages.

5 Mapping Abstract Concepts

As mentioned in section 2, AMR includes a num-
ber of abstract concepts such as X-entity and
X-quantity types, named entity types, mathemat-
ical concepts, and other annotation-support con-
cepts like AMR-unintelligible. By-and-large,
these are unchanged in UMR. Of course those ref-
erencing ’AMR-’ have been updated to reference
’UMR-’ (e.g. UMR-unknown, etc.). All X-entities
and X-quantities are still in use. See Appen-
dices A.7 and A.8.

When a named entity is identified, UMR assigns
a semantic type to it, following the practice of
AMR. These types are organized hierarchically,
and annotators aim to use the most specific type
possible. UMR makes a number of adaptations to
the AMR hierarchy in order to make the named
entity types more cross-linguistically applicable
and practical. Following the general spirit of mak-
ing UMR ontologies hierarchical so that annotators
of each language can select the level of granular-
ity they are comfortable with, UMR arranges the
named entity types hierarchically in a lattice. UMR
also adds categories that are needed when anno-
tating indigenous languages, as their societies are
often organized in such a way that the AMR types
did not fit well. For instance, entity types like
“clan” are not available in AMR but are added in
UMR. The UMR named entity type heierarchy is
“backward compatible” in that it is a superset of the
AMR entity types, and existing AMR named entity
types can be automatically mapped to UMR. See
Appendix A.9.

6 Czech and Chinese Corpora

Adapting UMR annotation to other languages need
not necessarily mean starting from scratch. In this
section, we describe preliminary work planning the
use of existing resources for Czech and Chinese
to build UMR-annotated corpora. For both lan-
guages, there are existing AMR corpora (of varying
size), as well as semantically-annotated corpora,
for example in the styles used for the shared tasks
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on Meaning Representation Parsing (Oepen et al.,
2019, 2020). Either type of resource can provide a
starting point for developing a UMR corpus with
less effort.

6.1 Czech Corpora

In addition to Czech’s corpus of 100 AMR-
annotated sentences (Xue et al., 2014), Czech tec-
togrammatical (TR) annotation has undergone a
preliminary comparison with the current UMR
style and guidelines (Oepen et al., 2019, 2020).
Xue et al. 2014 describe the relation between
Czech TR annotation and AMR, and here we will
briefly describe the possibilities for using TR for
pre-annotation of Czech to UMR.

The tectogrammatical annotation has been devel-
oped for the Prague Dependency Treebank (Hajič
et al., 2020) as well as for some of its sibling tree-
banks, in particular for the Prague Czech English
Dependency Treebank (Hajič et al., 2012) which
is a parallel treebank based on the WSJ portion
of the Penn Treebank. Tectogrammatical annota-
tion focuses on the syntactic-semantic properties
of language; while it largely keeps the dependency
structure used at the surface-syntactic level, it adds
a number of semantic properties relevant to a pos-
sible conversion to UMR:

• argument (valency) structure and predicate
senses similar to PropBank (Hajič et al., 2003),
though the approach to argument labeling is
different. Technically, the conversion to the
equivalent frame files should be feasible (to
allow the UMR annotation tool to be used for
Czech structural annotation or conversion);

• elided arguments as separate nodes, with the
possibility of linking them by coreference or
other relations (see also below);

• removal of function words, replacing them
with largely semantic relations similar in num-
ber and nature to UMR roles;

• semantic attributes on each node (depending
on its type), such as tense (preceding/concur-
rent), aspect (regardless of lexical vs. syntac-
tic expression), number, modality, etc.;

• coreference relations, both grammatical (wh-
clauses, attribute clauses, etc.) and textual
(pronominal);

• discourse relations that go beyond sentence
boundaries, and paratactic relations within
sentences, which can serve as the basis for
logical predicates;

• information structure annotation for determin-
ing scope in the focus part of sentences; and

• multiword expression annotation for both
named entities and terminology.

These features should simplify and automate a large
part of the conversion to UMRs. As described
in more detail in Xue et al. (2014), about half of
the sentences in a parallel Czech-English corpus
have the same structure (between the TR annota-
tion and the AMR structure, which is identical or
easily convertible into UMR), needing to convert
the labels only or do simple structural changes by
deterministic rules (such as mapping multiword ex-
pressions into a single lexeme if the ontology used
requires it). Other algorithmic changes involve
TR attributes for modality (some of which will be
converted to a structure headed by predicates such
as possible-01, or to the :modstr attribute),
TR rhematizer nodes for negation (to be converted
to the :polarity - attribute), and others.

The other half of the TR structures will have to
be checked and possibly corrected by hand; still,
most of the annotation contained in the TR-labelled
and structured trees will be valid and could remain
intact.

6.2 Chinese Corpora
Existing Chinese AMR data sets (Li et al., 2016,
2019) are drawn from the Chinese version of the
Little Prince (1562 sentences) as well as the Chi-
nese TreeBank (Xue et al., 2005, 5000 sentences),
with semantic roles that are defined in the frame
files for the Chinese Propbank (Xue and Palmer,
2009). They generally adopt the AMR annotation
style, with adaptations to handle Chinese-specific
constructions. The adaptations that are needed to
map Chinese AMRs to UMRs are thus very similar
to those discussed in previous sections.

Chinese AMR does extend English in a number
of ways, and they include the following:

• Chinese AMR adds a few Chinese-specific
roles, including :cunit, :tense, and :aspect. :cu-
nit indicates a relation between a noun and
a measure word (e.g.,本, a measure word or
classifier for books). :tense indicates a relation
between a verb and an adverb (e.g.,将 "will"
), and :aspect indicates a relation between a
verb and an aspect marker (e.g., 着, 了, 过,
正在). The Chinese tense and aspect annota-
tion are thus very superficial. However, when
mapping to UMRs, they can be used to help
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determine the UMR aspect attribute and tem-
poral relations.

• Chinese discourse relations in Chinese AMR
are based on discourse relations defined in the
Chinese Discourse TreeBank (Zhou and Xue,
2012, 2015). In addition to and and or, they
also include causation, condition, contrast,
temporal, concession, progression, purpose,
expansion, and multi-sentence. They are an-
notated as Chinese AMR concepts and can be
mapped to UMR discourse relations.

A significant departure from English AMR is
that Chinese AMR data sets include concept-to-
word alignments, as well as relation-to-word align-
ments. Since UMR also captures alignment be-
tween UMR concepts and word tokens from the
source language, the alignment in Chinese AMR
data sets will help map Chinese AMRs to UMRs.
However, Chinese AMR’s alignments are differ-
ent from UMR’s in some ways, so some changes
to the alignments are needed to convert between
them during AMR-to-UMR conversion. In particu-
lar, the relation-to-word alignments will need to be
stripped off.

7 Conclusion

As more languages are annotated with UMR, we
continue to identify ways the schema can be fur-
ther refined to support cross-lingual expressivity.
However, the process with new languages can be
slow. Converting existing AMR corpora to UMR is
an efficient way to grow the overall UMR corpus.
Also, users with expertise in how AMR categories
map to real language conceptual space can help
identify the more nuanced areas in which UMR
can improve on AMR. We expect the mappings
outlined in this paper to be important support for
users who wish to be a part of this process.
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A Appendices

A.1 Removed Roles

                          AMR            UMR
             

ROLES:

SHORTCUTS:

:domain          NonPrototypical predication rolesets
:subevent          Still available in document-level temporal dependency
:prep-x          -
:conj-as-if          -
:subevent          -

:cost         :other-role
:employed-by    have-org-role-92
:meaning         mean-91
:role         have-role-91, have-rel-role-92
:subset         include-91
:superset         include-91
:instead-of        instead-of-91

Figure 2: Roles and shortcuts used in AMR but not used in UMR.

A.2 Graph Differences, Arapaho-English, AMR-UMR

ARAPAHO SENTENCE:   
    Text: Beni'beebee3sohowuuneti3i' .
    Morphological breakdown: beni'-  bee-  bee3sohowuuneti  -3i'
    English glosses: IC.just-  REDUP-  do sign language to each other  -3PL
    Parts of speech: prefix-  prefix-  vai.RECIP  -infl
    English Translation: ‘[They didn’t speak.] They were just doing sign language back and forth.’’

        Arapaho:             English translation:

     AMR:           (b / beni’beebee3sohowuuneti3i’-00)               (s / sign-00
                   :actor (t / they)
                   :recipient t
                   :mod (j / just)
                   :manner (b / back-and-forth))

     UMR:         (b / beebee3sohowuuneti-00                 (s / sign-00
        :actor (p / person            **/-3i’/                     :actor (p / person       **they
              :refer-person 3rd                           :refer-person 3rd
              :refer-number Plural)                           :refer-number Plural)
        :recipient p                    :recipient p    **back and forth
        :ARG1-of (c / contrast-91)          **/beni’-/                    :ARG1-of (c / contrast-91)    **just
        :Aspect Activity            **/bee-/                    :Aspect Activity       **back and forth
        :modstr FullAff)                    :modstr FullAff)

Figure 3: Comparison of AMR vs UMR graphs for a sentence from Arapaho (a polysynthetic language) and its
English translation (non-polysynthetic). Note the disparity between the capturable semantics for Arapaho vs English
in AMR. Conversely, UMR’s schema allows semantically parallel sentences to appear in structurally-similar graphs.
Alignments between tokens and graph elements ensure that tokens not appearing directly in the graph (e.g., ’they’)
may still be identified with their semantic representations in the graph.
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A.3 Reification Roleset Mappings

AMR        +       reification                       UMR        +       reification
:Arg0 -       :actor         have-actor-91
:Arg1          -       :undergoer       have-undergoer-91
:Arg1          -      :theme         have-theme-91
:Arg0/1          - :experiencer     have-experiencer-91
:Arg0          - :force         have-force-91
:Arg0          - :causer         have-causer-91
:Arg0/1          - :stimulus         have-stimulus-91
say-01 :ARG2         :vocative         have-vocative-91
and         :pure-addition have-pure-addition-91
or         :apprehensive have-apprehensive-91
instead-of-91         :substitute instead-of-91
except-91         :subtract    have-subtraction-91

new roles

:location          be-located-at-91 :place        have-location-91
:time          be-temporally-at-91 :temporal        have-temporal-91
:accompanier    accompany-01 :companion     have-companion-91
:beneficiary       benefit-01 :affectee        have-affectee-91
:li          have-li-91                :list-item        have-list-item-91

:mod          have-mod-91 :mod        have-mod-91
:other-role       have-other-role-91

:cause         cause-01 :cause        have-cause-91
      :reason        have-reason-91

:part          have-part-91       :part        have-part-91

:consist-of         consist-01 :group        have-group-91
      :material        have-material-91

:source          be-from-91 :source        have-source-91
      :start        have-start-91

:destination       be-destined-for-91 :goal        have-goal-91
     :recipient        have-recipient-91

split roles

renamed roles

:direction          -       :direction have-direction-91
:path          -       :path have-path-91
:duration          last-01 :duration have-duration-91
:frequency        have-frequency-91    :frequency have-frequency-91
:quant          have-quant-91       :quant have-quant-91
:degree          have-degree-91 :degree have-degree-91

         have-degree-91 have-degree-92
:poss          have-03, own-01 :poss have-91
:topic          concern-02       :topic have-topic-91
:medium          -       :medium have-medium-91
:age          age-01       :age have-age-91
:example          exemplify-01       :example have-example-91
:ord          have-ord-91 :ord
:range          -       :range
:polite          be-polite-91       :polite be-polite-91
:mode          have-mode-91       :mode have-mode-91
:polarity          have-polarity-91 :polarity have-polarity-91
:name          have-name-91       :name have-name-91
:wiki          -       :wiki -
:unit          -       :unit have-unit-91
:scale          -       :scale -
:value          have-value-91       :value have-value-91

unchanged roles

have-ord-91

Figure 4: Reification rolesets. new roleset, renamed roleset, English-sourced roleset.
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A.4 Nonprototypical Predication Mappings

:poss

:location

:mod

:place

:poss

:domain

:mod

:employed-by

:role

Semantic       AMR Strategy:                  UMR NonPrototypical Pred: 
type roleset + role it reified roleset + role it reifies

THETIC have-03      have-91
POSSESSION    :Arg0-possessor                 :Arg1- possessor

   :Arg1-possession    :Arg2- possession
       

PREDICATIVE belong-01 belong-91
POSSESSION    :Arg0-possession    :Arg1- possession

   :Arg1-possessor or group    :Arg2- possessor

THETIC exist-91
LOCATION    :Arg1- location

                :Arg2- theme

PREDICATIVE have-location-91
LOCATION    :Arg1- theme

   :Arg2- location

PROPERTY have-mod-91         have-mod-91
PREDICATION   :Arg1- entity                 :Arg1- entity

  :Arg2- mod    :Arg2- mod

EQUATIONAL same-01   identity-91
   :Arg1- 1st entity       :Arg1- theme
   :Arg2- 2nd entity   :Arg2- equated referent

OBJECT have-role-91
PREDICATION    :Arg1-1st entity

   :Arg2- (2nd entity, optional)
                   :Arg3- object category, Arg1

      :Arg4 -(object category, Arg2)

have-rel-role-91        have-rel-role-92
  :Arg0- 1st entity                  :Arg1- 1st entity
  :Arg1- acquaintance                       :Arg2- acquaintance
  :Arg2- role of entity                :Arg3- role of entity
  :Arg3- acquaintance           :Arg4- acquaintance

have-org-role-91        have-org-role-92
  :Arg0- office holder           :Arg1- office holder
  :Arg1- organization                     :Arg2- organization
  :Arg2- title of office held                          :Arg3- title of office held
  :Arg3- description of responsibility           :Arg4- job description
  :Arg4- relationship basis           :Arg5- relationship basis

be-located-at-91       
   :Arg1-theme             
   :Arg2-location

Figure 5: Nonprototypical Predication: new element, renamed element, English-sourced roleset, topicalized
argument, focused argument
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A.5 Other Abstract Roleset Mappings

AMR UMR
-91 Rolesets:
  byline-91 byline-91
  correlate-91 correlate-91
  course-91 course-91
  distribution-range-91 distribution-range-91
  have-degree-of-resemblance-91 -  (use:   have-degree-91 + resemble-91)
  hyperlink-91 hyperlink-91
  include-91 include-91
  instead-of-91 instead-of-91
  publication-91 publication-91
  rate-entity-91 rate-entity-91
  regardless-91 -  (use:   :concessive-conditional)
  request-confirmation-91 -  (investigate further)
  request-response-91 -  (investigate further)
  score-on-scale-91 score-on-scale-91
  statistical-test-91 statistical-test-91
  street-address-91 street-address-91

English-Sourced Rolesets:
  cite-01 cite-91
  cost-01 -  (use:   :other-role)
  counter-01 (for ‘anti’) -  (investigate further)
  infer-01 -  (use:   infer-91 or :reason, depending on context)
  mean-01 mean-91
  oppose-01 (for ‘anti’) -  (investigate further)
  protest-01 (for ‘anti’) -  (investigate further)
  resemble-01 resemble-91

Modal Rolesets: (See Vigus et al. (2019) for full modal dependency annotation guidelines)
  obligate-01 :modal PrtAff
  possible-01 :modal NeutAff
  recommend-01 :modal PrtAff
  permit-01 :modal NeutAff
  wish-01 :modal NeutAff

Figure 6: Other Abstract Rolesets. Arguments unchanged where rolesets have been retained. new roleset, renamed
roleset, English-sourced roleset, commentary.
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A.6 Discourse Relation Mappings

:concession

:subtraction

:purpose

:apprehensive

and-but
and-unexpected

and

unexpected-
co-occurrence-91

and-contrast

but-91

contrast-91

consecutive

additive

or

exclusive-disj

inclusive-disj

‘or’ in AMR

‘and’ in AMR

‘contrast-01’ in AMR

:purpose
   :polarity -   in AMR

:manner

:condition

:condition in AMR:concessive-condition

contrast-01 in AMR

 Upper Levels: Abstract Concepts/Rolesets

          Lower Levels: Roles & Reification Rolesets

:cause

:temporal

:substitute instead-of-91 in AMR

:pure-addition

Discourse 
Relations:

Meaning           Relation          Reification                   Roles

APPREHENSIVE

PURPOSE

MEANS

CAUSE

CONDITIONAL

POSTERIOR
ANTERIOR
SIMULTANEOUS

PURE-ADDITION

SUBSTITUTION

CONCESSIVE

CONCESSIVE-
  CONDITIONAL

SUBTRACTION

have-apprehensive–91 :ARG1  :ARG2

have-purpose-91 :ARG1  :ARG2
have-manner-91 :ARG1  :ARG2
have-cause-91 :ARG1  :ARG2
have-condition-91 :ARG1  :ARG2

have-temporal-91 :ARG1  :ARG2

have-pure-addition-91 :ARG1  :ARG2
instead-of-91 :ARG1  :ARG2

have-concession-91 :ARG1  :ARG2
have-concessive- :ARG1  :ARG2
  condition-91

have-subtraction-91 :ARG1  :ARG2

:apprehensive

:purpose
:manner
:cause
:condition

:temporal

:pure-addition
:substitute

:concession
:concessive-
  condition

:subtraction

 

:op1  :op2  :opX

:op1  :op2  :opX

:op1  :op2  :opX

:op1  :op2  :opX

:op1  :op2  :opX

:op1  :op2  :opX

:op1  :op2  opX

:op1  :op2  :opX

:op1  :op2  :opX

:ARG1  :ARG2
 

:ARG1  :ARG2

:ARG1  :ARG2

or

exclusive-disj

inclusive-dis

and

consecutive

additive

and-but

and-unexpected

and-contrast

unexpected-
  co-occurrence-91

but-91

contrast-91

DISJUNCTIVE

EXCLUSIVE   
  DISJUNCTIVE

INCLUSIVE 
  DISJUNCTIVE

AND

CONSECUTIVE

ADDITIVE

AND + BUT

AND + UNEXPECTED

AND + CONTRAST

UNEXPECTED   
  CO-OCCURRENCE

BUT

PURE CONTRAST

Meaning                Concept/Roleset     Roles

 

Figure 7: Discourse Relations. Above: lattice, with concepts and rolesets in the upper levels and roles in the lower
level. AMR concept mappings overlap the lattice. Below: Argument structures. new relation, renamed relation.
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A.7 Abstract Concepts

AMR       + Roles UMR       + Roles
AMR-/UMR- & Polarity-Related:

amr-unknown   - umr-unknown
amr-choice   :op1  :op2  :opX umr-choice :op1  :op2  :opX
amr-empty   - umr-empty
amr-unintelligible   - umr-unintelligible
truth-value   :Polarity-of truth-value :Polarity-of

Entity Types:

date-entity   (list unchanged, see Figure 1) date-entity (list unchanged, see Figure 1)
email-address-entity   :value email-address-entity :value
ordinal-entity   :value  :range ordinal-entity :value  :range  :range-start
percentage-entity   :value percentage-entity :value
phone-number-entity   :value phone-number-entity :value
score-entity   :op1  :op2  :opX score-entity :op1  :op2  :opX
string-entity   :value string-entity :value
url-entity   :value url-entity :value

Interval Types:

value-interval   :op1  :op2 value-interval :op1  :op2
date-interval   :op1  :op2 date-interval :op1  :op2
slash :op1  :op2 slash :op1  :op2

Other

name   :op1  :op2  :opX name :op1  :op2  :opX
emoticon   :value emoticon :value
relative-position   :op1  :direction  :quant relative-position :op1  :direction  :quant

Count & Math

more-than  :op1 more-than :op1
less-than   :op1 less-than :op1
at-most   :op1 at-most :op1
at-least   :op1 at-least :op1
sum-of   :op1 sum-of :op1
product-of   :op1 product-of :op1
difference-of   :op1 difference-of :op1
quotient-of   :op1 quotient-of :op1
power-of   :op1 power-of :op1
root-of   :op1 root-of :op1
logarithm-of   :op1 logarithm-of :op1
ratio-of   :op1 ratio-of :op1

Generic Concepts for Participant/NonParticipant Roles:

thing thing :refer-number
person person :refer-person  :refer-number
dummy (Chinese AMR) dummy
location place :refer-number
manner manner :refer-number
quantity quantity :Quant-of
event event :refer-number

Removed: 

either   :op1  :op2 -  (use or/inclusive-disj/exclusive-disj  :op1  :op2)
neither :op1  :op2 -  (use or/inclusive-disj/exclusive-disj  :op1  :op2  :polarity -)
multiple :op1 -  (see mensural constructions, UMR-guidelines)

Figure 8: Abstract Concepts, not including X-quantities or Named Entities. These are largely unchanged from
AMR. new concept, renamed concept, commentary.
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A.8 Quantity Types

Quantity-type    Arguments + Suggested Values
monetary-quantity       :unit dollar, euro, pound, yen, yuan
distance-quantity       :unit meter, kilometer, inch, foot, yard, mile, light-year, kilo-base-pair
area-quantity       :unit square-meter, square-kilometer, square-foot, acre, hectare, square-mile
volume-quantity       :unit liter, cubic-meter, fluid-ounce, pint, gallon, cubic-mile
temporal-quantity       :unit second, minute, hour, day, week, month, year, decade, century
frequency-quantity       :unit hertz
speed-quantity       :unit meter-per-second, mile-per-hour
acceleration-quantity       :unit meter-per-second-squared
mass-quantity       :unit kilogram, ounce, pound, ton, atomic-mass-unit, kilodalton
force-quantity       :unit newton
pressure-quantity       :unit pascal, bar, psi, atmosphere, torr
energy-quantity       :unit joule, calorie, kilowatt-hour, btu, electron-volt
power-quantity       :unit watt, horsepower
charge-quantity       :unit coulomb
potential-quantity       :unit volt
resistance-quantity       :unit ohm
inductance-quantity       :unit henry
magnetic-field-quantity       :unit tesla, gauss
magnetic-flux-quantity       :unit maxwell, weber
radiation-quantity       :unit becquerel, curie, sievert, rem, gray, rad
fuel-consumption-quantity  :unit liter-per-100-kilometer, mile-per-gallon
numerical-quantity       :unit point, mole
information-quantity       :unit bit, byte, kilobyte, megabyte, terabyte, petabyte, exabyte, zettabyte, yottabyte, nibble
concentration-quantity       :unit molar (1M = 1 molar = 1 mole/liter), micromolar (μM), kilogram-per-cubic-meter, parts-per-million
catalytic-activity-quantity    :unit katal (kat), microkatal, nanokatal, enzyme-unit (U)
acidity-quantity       :scale ph
seismic-quantity       :scale richter
temperature-quantity       :unit   degree

      :scale celsius, kelvin, farenheit
angle-quantity       :unit    degree, radian

Figure 9: X-Quantity Types. Unchanged from AMR. More values are possible in UMR than just those listed as
suggested.
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A.9 UMR Named Entity Types

AMR Named Entity Hierarchy:    UMR Named Entity Hierarchy:

  natural-object         plant
8

 

  molecular-physical-entity:                 biomedical-entity: molecular-physical-entity
              small-molecule small-molecule
              protein protein
              protein-family protein-family

                    protein-segment protein-segment
              amino-acid amino-acid
              macro-molecular-complex macro-molecular-complex
              enzyme enzyme
              nucleic-acid nucleic-acid

   (no head)                        pathway pathway
                        gene gene
                       dna-sequence dna-sequence
                      cell cell
                       cell-line cell-line
                       species species
                       taxon taxon
                       disease   disease
                       medical-condition  medical-condition

10

11

 

  (no head)        thing       thing
        person       person
        animal       animal
               language       language
        nationality       nationality
        political-movement       -
        family        social-group:     family
        ethnic-group     ethnic-group
        regional-group     regional-group
        religious-group     religious-group        

    clan
   organization:                company     organization:      company

                 government-organization                      government-organization
                 political-party                      political-organization
                 criminal-organization      criminal-organization
                 military      armed-organization
                 school      academic-organization
                 university
                 research-institute
                 -      association
                 team                      sports-organization
                 league

       -      religious-organization
                 market-sector                      -

       -      international-organization
       -      business

1

2

Figure 10: Named Entity Hierarchy Mapping. The far left bullet points on the AMR side are the eleven top-level
groupings given in the AMR editor, numbered according to the order in which they appear there. Colored columns
distinguish category levels for each hierarchy. New type, renamed type, old name.
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AMR Named Entity Hierarchy: UMR Named Entity Hierarchy:
3

4

 location:                 ocean   geographic-entity:       ocean
                sea       sea
                lake       lake
                river       river
                gulf       gulf
                bay       bay
                strait       strait
                canal       - (duplicate)
                peninsula       peninsula
                mountain       mountain
                volcano       volcano
                valley       valley
                canyon       canyon
                island       island
                desert       desert
                forest       forest
                continent       continent
               moon       moon
                planet       planet
                star       star
                constellation       constellation
                local-region   region:       local-region
                country-region       country-region
                world-region       world-region
                city   geo-political-region:      city
                city-district       city-district
                county       county
                state       state
                province       province
                territory       territory
                country       country

 facility:                 airport                  facility:       airport
                station       station
                port       port
                tunnel       tunnel
                bridge       bridge
                road       road
                railway-line       railway-line
                canal       canal
                building       building
                theater       theater
                museum       museum
                palace       palace
                hotel       hotel
                worship-place       worship-place
                sports-facility       sports-facility
               market       market
                park       park
                zoo       zoo
                amusement-park       amusement-park

Figure 11: Named Entity Hierarchy Mapping, 3rd, 4th AMR bullet points. New type, renamed type, old name,
commentary.
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AMR Named Entity Hierarchy:  UMR Named Entity Hierarchy:

  (no head)                  award   award
       law   law:

                 court-decision       court-decision
                 treaty       treaty

       music-key   notational-system:       music-key
                           musical-note       musical-note
                           writing-script       writing-script

                  food-dish   food-dish
                  variable   variable
                 program   computer-program

9

  event:                 incident  event:       incident
      natural-disaster       natural-disaster
      earthquake       earthquake
      war       war
      conference       conference
      game       game
      festival       festival

      ceremony

 cultural-activity

        cultural-artifact:       dance
  product:                 music       music

                show       show
                broadcast-program       broadcast-program       

      work-of-art       work-of-art
                picture       picture
                      literature

      vehicle  vehicle:
                ship       ship 
                aircraft       aircraft
                aircraft-type       aircraft-type

                          spaceship       spaceship
                car-make       car-make

  publication:       book  publication:       book
      newspaper       newspaper

                magazine       magazine
                journal       journal

5

7

6

Figure 12: Named Entity Hierarchy Mapping, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 9th AMR bullet points. New type, renamed type,
old name, commentary.
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